Build your
brand with Duni
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Let Duni
build your brand
The restaurant business is booming, but it’s highly
competitive. So to succeed you need to stand out from
competitors: with visibility and brand recognition.
With Duni’s personalised products, you have several
levels of branding solutions to choose from for optimising
your business’s profile.
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What solution fits you?
With full customisation, we plan unique take-away concepts with you to match your company’s CI: tailor-made plastic
boxes, trays and cardboard take-away boxes. We can also emboss a take-away container with your logo or message or
print it on a cardboard sandwich box or take-away container. And with profile printing, we print your company’s name/
logo on a Duni Candle Glass, Napkin or Duetto®, etc. Let’s talk about it!

Get your message out
Extend your branding even further
with Coasters or Hot Drink Cups. These
are excellent visibility vehicles and we
can supply you with them. Just ask!
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"Duni designed a range of napkins exclusively for use at
Liverpool Football Club hospitality areas. Some of the
napkins are lounge specific, other designs include a bespoke
Christmas theme. Duni allows us to work together closely
to produce outstanding catering products, providing the
perfect finishing touch to a table setting."
Stephen Armstrong, Commercial Hospitality Manager Liverpool FC
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Tailor-made solutions
a branding success story
The wholesaler Snacksbolaget of Sweden was looking for ideal solutions
for Stureplansgruppen’s concept-driven restaurant chains Wagamama
and Le Café and we found some great answers. Wagamama got a complete branded table setting and take-away concept, for their delicious,
healthy food. And Le Café got an environmentally sound Duni ecoecho™
packaging solution for their takeaway line. This has helped the companies
increase visibility, improve sales and build their brand-images.

Scan the QR-Code with
your smartphone to get
inspired and see what we
can do for your brand.
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Promotional printing
First impressions make all the difference in the world and a cultivated ambience makes a
guest feel welcome right off. Stylishly printed items are better than any business card for
conveying excellent cuisine, the best service, an appealing ambience and an establishment’s
overall standards. The touch of the napkin imparts a “feeling” for the atmosphere as soon
as the guest sits down at the table. Objects with high-quality printing project the image of
the establishment and are an integral part of successful advertising.
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Napkins & Tablecovers
Create perfect atmosphere with Napkins and Tablecovers. All our Premium
Napkins are available in excellent trendy colours and different sizes and
can easily be personalised. Duni Tablecovers and Reels offer a large variety
of options, sizes and brilliant colours – and can also be personalised.

Candle Glasses

Coasters

There’s nothing like the atmosphere
that the warm glow of candles on
a table produces. Switch and Shine
is another innovative Duni candle
concept that allows you to create your
personalised candle glass.

Duni personalised coasters come in
a wide range of shapes, sizes and
material. They can be easily adapted
to any requirement. Try the blind
embossing with stamped-in logo!
We’ll be happy to provide you with
samples of your logo coaster!

Scan the QR-Code with your smartphone to get
inspired and see what we can do for your brand.

Duniletto® &
Duni Sacchetto®
The smart timesavers: Duniletto®
is a napkin and cutlery bag in one. The
Duni Sacchetto® pocket is already filled
with a napkin – perfect for saving time
when you’re expecting many guests.
The printing possibilities are almost
unlimited too.

Placemats &
Duni Duetto®
Very trendy in various colours
and easily personalised, combining
a placemat with a napkin and an
opening for your cutlery. Combine
your logo with a personal message
or best wishes for an event, or print
your menu. And simple placemats
can also be printed.
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More success in just a few steps
Having a printed product is surprisingly simple. It always begins with a creative idea of how the
product should be designed. Either you send us existing logos or draughts designed by graphic
artists or agencies – ideally on data carriers – or you simply take advantage of our designing
competence! You will find plenty of printed borders, lettering and standard motifs to serve as
inspiration and templates.

Step-by-step guide
Step 1| Together, we define which
product (item, material, ⅛ or
¼ fold …) we can print for you.

Step 2| Our sales force will help you to
specify the printing colours of your logo,
the best placement for the print and all
details for other printing elements that
you would like to have. The best way is to
work based on your digital data.

Step 3| The specialists from our
Graphics Department will create the
artwork for your personalised product.
You will then receive a data file for
approval.

Step 4| Please check the documents
carefully and send us your approval.
After release, the order will be
planned for production.

Step 5| The printing clichés are produced
according to your approved artwork.
Your order will be produced and delivered
within 4 to 6 weeks after we have received
your approval.

Step 6| From then on, your guests
can experience your personalised high
quality products made from the best
materials. Repeat orders can be
produced simply and quickly.
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Sustainability taken seriously
– Jim Block

A simple, innovative “portion of smile”
– MoschMosch

Jim Block is a very successful member of the Block Group.

The MoschMosch concept is quite simple: several types

The chain specializes in premium hamburgers and more

of high quality, Japanese style noodle soups with nutri-

with outstanding, fresh ingredients from highly reliable,

tious and healthy ingredients to be consumed inside the

traceable sources. Environmental awareness and sustaina-

restaurant or as take-away. MoschMosch wanted guests

bility are very important aspects that form part of the Jim

to be able to take the good, quick and fun brand expe-

Block business concept. This is why they turned to Duni

rience home with them. So Duni came up with customised

for their take-away packaging. We were able to offer them

PP bowls with matching lids for the chain (currently 12

a 100% compostable solution: packaging made natural

locations), which feature different labels, making them

fibrous sugarcane stalks – a material that’s actually left

collectable items.

over after sugar production. Our packaging solution is

The packaging supported the corporate design and

environmentally friendly and sustainable, which meets

mirrored the company’s philosophy. The colourful Asian

the extremely high standards of Jim Block. It’s also very

style of the bowls with their in-mould labelling was new

sturdy, looks great and supports the company’s brand

and exciting to customers and brought them back for

building!

more. This proved to be a major success. Start collecting!

Scan the QR-Code with
your smartphone to get
inspired and see what we
can do for your brand.
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Cocktail fun to go
– Sausalitos

Committed to the environment
– Cojean

The role of restaurants has

11 years ago, Cojean launched its first quick food restau-

changed massively in the last

rant in Paris, near the Madeleine. Today, with 22 outlets,

few years and when you walk in the front door of one of

Cojean is the absolute trendsetter in offering busy city

the 28 Sausalitos, this becomes very apparent. You

dwellers simple and healthy food. Their service is quick

quickly become immersed in the young, lively TexMex

and flawless and their food is extremely popular. Cojean

bustle. Sausalitos serves excellent cocktails, beer and

offers creative, fresh food with cool extras. Everything is

mixed drinks to consume at the restaurant or take away.

handmade in their central kitchen on the very same day

The demand for take-away cocktails was increasing and

using organic fruits and fresh vegetables. Since Cojean’s

they needed a practical, cool solution. Duni was already

focus is increasingly on sustainability and the environme-

a trusted partner for other Sausalitos products, so they

nt, so they turned to Duni. We suggested a solution for

asked us if we had any ideas. Together we decided on a

customised boxes with lids for cold dishes in 5 sizes made

branded cocktail carrier as a great way to build the

from 80% r-PET, which is a material made from recycled

Sausalito brand: six-pack style, similar to that used for

PET bottles that meets and surpasses all European food

beer. Up to 4 cocktails with napkins and straws can be

approval requirements. And for brand building, the

easily transported back home, to a picnic or a park

Cojean logo is visible on the lids.

bench. The concept has enjoyed great success.
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The future of packag
ing:

Bagasse is the fibro
us residue left over
from sugar
production. Our Ba
gasse Boxes are the
environmental choice for replac
ing materials such
as
Styrofoam
and are excellent for
all kinds of take-awa
y food.
Bagasse products ha
ve many qualities ma
king them
an environmentally
conscious substitut
e without
sacrificing quality:
· high water/oil
temperature resis
tance
· safe for use in m
icrowave and free
zer
· 100% composta
ble, biodegradabl
e and
renewable

The environment wins
while you build your brand
The Duni ecoecho™ range unites all of the products that emphasise sustainability, reduction of environmental
impact and minimisation of your CO2 footprint. One of our materials is bagasse: a fully compostable material
produced from what is left over from sugarcane stalks after sugar production. Choose from either a standard
collection or a large selection of customisation options. And we can even develop a fibre product according to
your requirements, or customise your eco-cups with print and bagasse products by embossing them. Build your
brand positively, with Duni.
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Stand out with our branded adaptations:
embossing and printing solutions
We have many years of experience customising take-away packages in simple, cost-effective ways. We would
really enjoy talking to you about how you can differentiate your business from competitors’ by enhancing your
brand’s recognition. We have a very large range of product adaptations that can be customised through embossing or printing logos, messages or both.

Octaview® Boxes

Duni Gourmet™

Perfect for salads, or microwaveable
for hot meals. The clear lid optimally
displays your food.
Tool costs: € 2.500.00 per motif
Delivery time on initial order:
approx. 3 months, after approval
Minimum quantity: 50,000 pieces

Can be used either with a transparent
lid or sealed in a DUNIFORM® machine.
Tool costs: € 1,000.00 per motif
Delivery time on initial order:
approx. 4 – 5 months, after approval
Minimum quantity: 50,000 pieces

Cardboards

Hot Drink Cups,
Sealing Film
DUNIFORM
, sealing concept
Glasses & Paper Paltes

PS Box for cold and hot use

FSC®-certified paper with PE window,
microwaveable and grease-resistant

Can be printed with up to 6 colours.
Individual cut windows are possible.
Print costs: € 200.00 per colour
Delivery time on initial order:
approx. 4 – 5 months, after approval
Minimum quantity: 
25,000 pieces, with exceptions

PP or APET, for cold and hot use

Bagasse

Convenient one-piece design,
microwaveable
A true environmental statement.
Compostable and made of by-products.
Tool costs: € 1,300.00 per motif
Delivery time on initial order:
approx. 4 months, after approval
Minimum quantity:
250,000 pieces

®

Ne se volorrum escia consequam, officia doluptat et plabori atissimus, ipis
enim auta es ium corem as am res ese
vent, senienimi, volectur reped que es
accuptatio. Sam, arum saperor uptaquast, que repre pernam rero beriore
provi magni.

We can even brand our
Sealing Film for you
for maximum brand
recognition.
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Customise your success
with our staff of experts in 4 steps
Our staff has many years of experience implementing customisation projects for a large range of
customers and look forward to every new project. To be absolutely certain you are getting a design
that matches your business perfectly, we follow this simple step-by-step customisation process:

Step 1| First ideas
Our designers sketch out first ideas
according to your wishes and needs,
inspired by examples of menus,
interior photos, signage and more.

Step 3| Feedback and adjustment
You put in your feedback, for example
that you would prefer a different colour
or size. We'll modify the product until
you're completely satisfied with the design.

Step 2| Prototype
A prototype is then built and subjected to a reality test. On this basis,
you decide if further adjustments
are needed.

Step 4| Production
Time to scale up production! Soon
we'll be supplying your restaurants with
a unique, branded food packaging or
take-away solution.

The marriage of form and function
When a special packaging solution is required, our Head of
Packaging Design, Thomas Thomson goes into action. He starts
by analysing the precise requirements a food product will need
with his team, then he begins researching the market, observing what competitors might have on offer in terms of products,
materials and production methods. The next step is sketching a
new concept and deciding on the best form and material. Then
a 3D image is produced on the PC of the concept and when it is
finalised and approved, the new, tailor-made packaging can go
into series production.
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For more ideas and inspiration, visit Duni.com

